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(c) When we disconnect the battery before inserting the dielectric, each capacitor carries a
charge Q = CV, giving a total charge of 2CV on the parallel combination. After inserting the
dielectric, charge will flow between the left and right capacitors so as to equalize the voltages
across them at some new value V'. The total charge on the two will remain constant, though.
The capacitance of the right-hand capacitor is unchanged, so its new charge is QR = CV'.
The capacitance of the left-hand capacitor has increased by a factor of K" thus its charge is
now QL = K,CV' . Enforcing charge conservation as required, we have

( )
I I 2V

QR + QL = 1 + K, CV = 2CV =? V = ( )
1+K,

The electric field between the plates of each capacitor is then

E = V'/d = (1 ~~)d = 2V/3d (directed downward).

Problem 6
(a) If the coil lies in the x-v plane at time t = 0, then the angle between the coil and the x-v
plane at later times will be 27f jt. The magnetic flux through the plane surface bounded by the
coil will be <PB = nSBcos(27fjt). The induced EMF is £ = -d<PB/dt = 27fjnSBsin(27fjt),
and the induced current is I = £/R = (27fjnSB/R)sin(27fjt). The maximum value of
this induced current is thus Imax = 27fjnSB/R, or using the given numerical value for B,
Imax = 7f jnS/R Amperes. This maximum occurs when the plane of the coil is at a right
angle to the x-v plane.

(b) The time-averaged mechanical power supplied to maintain rotation must equal the time
averaged power P dissipated in the resistor:

- -2 2 . 2( ) 1 2 (7fjnS)2
P = I R = ImaxRsm 27fjt = 2ImaxR = 2R Watts.

Problem 7
(a) The phase is of the form (ky + wt), so propagation is in the -f) direction.

(b) In order for Eo x Eo to be in the -f) direction given Eo in the +2 direction, Eo must be
in the -x direction. IEol/IEol = v = c/n is the wavespeed in the medium, so

IB.....ol __ nlEol __ (1.5)(2) __ 10-8 ..... 8=? Bo = -10- x .
c 3 X 108

(c)
v = ~ = Aj = AW =? A = 27fC = 27f(3 X 10

8
) = 10-7 m

n 27f nw (1.5)(47f x 1015 )
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